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Episodic Soap Note for the Abdomen

Subjective Data:

CC: JR specifies that she has stomachaches associated with diarrhea and nothing appears
helping
HPI: JR is aged 47 years old, a male patient who showed up in the clinic having a general
abdominal pain report for the previous three days. He says that he has not taken any medicines
since he did not know what to choose. He further states that the pain is a 5/10 today. However, it
has been as high as 9/10 when it started the first time. He is capable of eating with some nausea
subsequently.
PMH: HTN, Diabetes, history of Gastrointestinal bleed previous four years
Medications: Amlodipine 5mg, Lantus 10mg, Metformin 1000mg and Lisinopril 10mg.
Allergies: No Known Drug Allergies
Family History: No colon cancer history, the father has a history of Diabetes Mellitus Type 2
and Hypertension while the mother has a history of Hypertension, Hyperlipidemia, and
Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease
Social history: He denies using tobacco, occasional ethanol or ethyl alcohol and is married with
three kids, two boys and a girl
Objective Data
Vital Signs: Temp 99.8; BP 160/86; RR 16; P 92; HT 5’10”; WT 248lbs
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Heart: Regular rate rhythm, no murmurs
Lungs: CTA, chest wall regular
Skin: complete without lesions, no urticarial
Abdomen: soft, energetic bowel sounds, pos pain in Lower left the quadrant
Diagnostics: None
Assessment
Left lower quadrant pain
Gastroenteritis
Information that Must Be Included in The Subjective Data Documentation
Subjective data is information provided to a healthcare worker from the patient's
viewpoint (Smailhodzic, Hooijsma, Boonstra & Langley 2016). Thus, it includes the feelings,
concerns, and perceptions acquired through interviews. According to the scenario given, the
patient’s major complaint was that of widespread abdominal pain. Concerning intensity of pain
on a scale of 0-10, it is vital as well to include information on the quality of the pain whether or
not it remains localized or else migratory, decreases or increases in severity, where it creates
from and radiates to. Besides, information ought to be included on if the pain was unexpected or
gradual at the beginning. The patient must also be inquired to explain what his undertakings were
when the pain began. The significance of determining any irritating or relieving pain influences
cannot be underestimated. Thus, this information is necessary for narrowing down to specific,
most likely diagnoses.
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Though the patient stated about diarrhea, additional info on the bowel and urinary
behaviors must be incorporated. This includes period and an estimated number of diarrhea
episodes in a day, releasing and irritating influences, and other related diarrhea symptoms.
Information on urinary behaviors such as the urine incontinence, dysuria, hesitancy, urgency, and
increased occurrence should moreover be included. Discomfort, odor, and color information
during and after a bowel movement should be added on the bowel and urinary habits (Chiu
2018). According to the case study, the patient had a history of Gastrointestinal bleeding for four
previous years. Therefore, the info on the presence and absence of blood in stool and vomitus

should as well be involved noting the color and odor. Since he is diabetic and hypertensive on
medications, information on medication adherence ought to be involved. It is also compulsory to
include the patients’ occupation as it would help determine the possibilities of the abdominal
injury.

Information that must be Included in The Objective Data Document

Based on the chief complaint of general abdominal pain, JR required a full physical and
intestinal check. Thus, the patient’s general appearance information must be included, which
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might be; looking sick, lethargic, in severe pain, gait, noticing the patient's mental status, and
nutritional status. Patients having pancreatic cancer are time and again cachectic and
malnourished. Jaundice, pallor, and skin color information should be included, as well.
Jaundice, Anemia, and skin excoriation are specific outcomes in patients with pancreatic cancer.
Jaundice may be related to non-tender, inflated palpable gallbladder elicited using Courvoisier
sign, skin excoriation because of pruritus, darkening of the urine, and alcoholic stool.

Additional information may be acquired from inspection, palpation, percussion, and
auscultation of the abdomen (Reinisch 2019). During the examination, the abdominal distension
information is necessary. In patients with pancreatic cancer, abdominal swelling often acutely is
more painful. Information on the presence or absence of scars information is also required. The
scar's appearance on the abdomen remains a sign for earlier surgeries adding on already available
data to get a more accurate diagnosis. Moreover, information on the absence and presence of
visibly swollen veins on inspection should too be included.

On palpation, information if the abdomen is soft, fluid-filled, rigid, non-tender guarding,
tender, or having rebound tenderness ought to be added. In guarding, the patients constrict the
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abdomen muscles. Inflexibility is exceptionally suggestive of gastrointestinal juices, bowel, or
blood substances in the peritoneal cavity. Masses are indicative of the aneurysm, colon, and
tumors obstructed. In patients having pancreatic cancer, the characteristic findings consist of: a
palpable intra-abdominal mass, ascites, peri-umbilical mass, and non-tender palpable
gallbladder. Abdominal area information where there is increased palpation tenderness is
essential in reducing down into particular causes relating to clients' clinical presentation that may
guide the diagnostic and laboratory, or radiological imaging training be conducted for the
patient.

Whether the Subjective and Objective Information Supports the Assessment

The assessment provided in the case indicates the occurrence of left lower quadrant
(LLQ) pain and gastroenteritis (De Simone, Ansaloni, Sartelli, Coccolini, Paolillo, Valentino &
Catena 2019). All subjective and objective data completely support the assessment. In subjective
data, the patient reported diarrhea symptoms though without vomiting, a main distinctive finding
in the gastroenteritis. Pancreatic cancer patients experience diarrhea owing to the pancreas
inability to release sufficient pancreatic enzymes that help in food digestion. Thus, pancreatic
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enzyme levels naturally produced are incredibly inadequate for the metabolism, causing
malabsorption and afterward diarrhea. Left lower quadrant pain assessment partially supported
by the generalized abdominal symptom in subjective data and wholly supported with pos pain,
left lower quadrant on the abdominal inspection in the objective data. Abdominal organs in the
left iliac fossa consist of the rectum, ileum, left ureter, and some colon parts. Since no diarrhea
symptoms were reported by the patient, left lower quadrant pain was possibly caused by
gastroenteritis in this case

Suitable Diagnostic Tests for The Case and How Results Would Be Used to Make A
Diagnosis

In this case, the most suitable diagnostic tests used to make an analysis would consist of:
a liver function test and complete blood count. It would, too, be necessary for performing a
tumor markers assessment. A total blood count will tell thrombocytosis and normochromic
anemia, which are the main findings in patients having pancreatic cancer. A liver function
assessment would point out high levels of alkaline phosphatase, bilirubin, lipase, and serum
amylase, which are indicators for disruptive jaundice. The most creditable tumor marker test, in
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the case, would be carbohydrate antigen, whereby pancreatic cancer would be raised to 100U/ml
levels from the usual 33-37U/ML range (Burnett-Hartman et al., 2019). The recommended
imaging study for the case is using a Computed Tomography scan rather than the Magnetic
Resonance imaging. An abdominal CT scan is capable of imaging the whole pelvis and
abdomen. The appearance of the lower-density lesions on CT scan supports the pancreatic cancer
diagnosis.

If I Would Accept or Reject the Present Diagnosis

The present patient’s diagnosis is pancreatic cancer as from the CT scan confirmation.
Clinically, the pancreatic cancer patients present with symptoms and signs of gradual pain onset
in the upper abdomen radiating to the back, yellow skin coloring and sclera, unintended weight
loss, diarrhea, and appetite loss (Yabluchansky, Bogun, Martymianova, Bychkova, Lysenko &
Makienko 2015). The weight loss occurs due to the body's inability to digest food as a result of
hindrance in the production of the pancreatic juices for food absorption or malabsorption that
mostly leads to diarrhea with greasy stools. Tumor similarly contributes to eating problems or
cause discomfort after feeding. In respects to jaundice, bile duct might be blocked, causing
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yellow skin coloration, dark colored urine, sclera, and pale stools. The pancreas is positioned in
the abdomens upper quadrant; thus, patients having pancreatic cancer will regularly report pains
in the upper abdomen as an effect of tumor persistent on abdominal nerves

In this case, the skin and abdomen assessments showed no essential findings such as
inflexibility to suggesting mass, skin variations such as yellow pigmentation suggesting
obstruction, pallor, or pruritus.

Additionally, the patient has no medical, familial, or social history that increases him to
pancreatic cancer risks. However, the patient presented with widespread abdominal pain,
diarrhea, and he reported that he was capable of eating though with minimal nausea later. As
well, the pain was local in the abdomens lower quadrant, attributing to the fact that the patient
was as a result of gastroenteritis. Thus, I would agree with the prompt diagnosis.

Possible Differential Diagnoses

The potential differential diagnoses, in this case, will include an abdominal aortic
aneurysm, Intestinal ischemia, pancreatic lymphoma, and gastric lymphoma.
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